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Abstract. For conserved local currents dμjμ(x) = Q in quantum field theory it
is shown that an jR-dependence of ακ(x0) in Jo(/κM'ακ(χo)) leads to nicer
properties than a fixed α(x0). The behaviour of lim \\JQ(fR(x) aR(xQ)Ω\\ is

R-+CG

discussed under this aspect.

1. Introduction

In connection with symmetry transformations space integrals over the time com-
ponent of divergenceless current densities are often considered in relativistic
quantum field theory, more rigorously, one smears the current with appropriate
testfunctions (see for instance [1] to [6] and further references there). In the
following the Wightman framework will be assumed. Let us assume that the
global charge operator Q exists with QΩ = 0, where Ω is to be the unique vacuum
vector, that means the symmetry is conserved, then the question arises, in what
sense the sequence of local charge operators βΛ: = jΌ(/Λ(jt) α(x0)) converges to the
global one. If the time smearing is kept fixed, there is in general only a weak con-
vergence on a dense set of states (the local or quasilocal ones) ([2, 5]). Furthermore
there is no hope to prove weak convergence, even if a massgap is assumed, be-
cause of the divergence of ||βΛΩ||. Moreover there is a close connection between
the behavior of ||QΛΩ|| and symmetry conservation. If the existence of Q is not

a priori assumed, then lim ||QΛΩ|| <oo entails symmetry conservation ([7]). It is
R—>• oo

well known that the rate of divergence of ||QΛΩ|| depends on the sequence of
testfunctions {fR(x)} ([2, 3]). In [4] it was proved that in general ||QΛΩ|| always
diverges whatever sequence {fR} has been chosen. But there are important ex-
amples where this is not true (for instance tensorcurrents of second rank like the
energy-momentum tensor [8]). We have proved a generalisation which gives
optimal results and which shows that there are examples with \\QRΩ\\ bounded
in R. The results hold true irrespectively of the existence of a gap.

Let g(p) denote J G ( p ) \ a ( p o ) \ 2 d p 0 where G(p) is the Fouriertransform of
G(X-y):=(Ω\j(x)j(y)Ω).
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i) If g(p)>c(pY with α<3 in a neighbourhood of p=Q then there exists no
sequence {/Λ}s.t. ||QΛΩ|| keeps bounded in R.

ii) For g(p)<c\p\β, β^3, there exists { f R } s.t. ||βΛΩ|| <oo.
iii) There is no sequence {fR} s.t. J \fR(p)\2\p\2d3p<c R where fR denotes the

Fourier transform of fR, in other words, the sequence {/Λ}5 fR(x): = f(R~ί (x))9

f(s) = ί for O r g s f g I , / = 0 for s^2, which was chosen in [2], leads to the weakest
possible divergence.

The proofs of the above statements rely on a somewhat tricky application of
Holder's inequality [9].

The conditions in i), ii) are well adapted to physics because of the special form
of covariant currents. For instance if j0(x) is the 0-comρonent of a covariant
vector current or the 0-0-component of a covariant symmetric tensor current,

oo

we get g(p) = \p\k $\8.(}/s + p 2 ) \ 2 ' ( s + p2Γ*Q(s)ds with fc = 2,4 ([8]). From these
o

examples the p-factor arises in iii).
Up to now the timesmearing has been kept fixed. The question is now wether

we can get better results if the function α(x0) depends on R, without disturbing
the physical interpretation of Q (chosing α(x0) ^-dependent was a suggestion of
Borchers).

2. lim HQi^ll with fl-Dependend Timesmearing

The class {fR} is chosen like that in iii). The essential object which appears in
connection with symmetries generated by conserved currents is the commutator
[Jo(fR'UR\A], with AE& where & denotes the algebra generated by the fields
smeared with testfunctions of compact support. For fixed aR: = u the commutator
becomes independent of .R for R^RA ([!]). The question is now, wether we can
find a class {αΛ(x0)}5 s.t. this still holds together with \\Jo(fR'^R)Ω\\ ^c<co for
al lΛ.

Lemma. // ακ(x0) has its support in {x0 | |x0 |<^ jR}, then there exists an RA for
every Aε& with |jΌ(/Λ αΛ), A] = Q/(/Λ α), A] for some fixed α and R^RA.

XQ

Proof. With βR(xo)' = J (αΛ — α)(xΌ)dxΌ, J aRdx0 = 1 we have
— oo

[/o(/Λ{«jι-α}λ Λ] = U0(fRd0βR), A-\ =

Because of the special form of the fR and the support property of βR (βR has its
support in {xoll^o^i^} f°r sufficiently large R on account of the assumption
§aRdx = l) the support of StfRβR is spacelike to the support of the testfunctions
of every Ae$ for sufficiently large R. Hence we get [Jo(fR<x.R)9A] = [JQ(fR<x),A']
for R^RA and both commutators define the same charge operator Q.

From now on we choose a special time smearing

1 - x0)
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the support of a(s) being contained in {s| |s|<l}, Jα(s)ds=l. This implies

Theorem. In case of a mass gap there exists a family {/^α^}, s.t. ||β#Ώ||2 decreases
faster than any inverse power of R.

Proof. fRaR are chosen as above. Then we get

\\QRΩ\\2=[\fR\2\aR\2G(p)d*p with V:={p\Po>Q,p2-\p\2^m2}.
v

This equals R6 J \f(Rp)\2\3.(±RPo)\2G(p)d4p^R6 j Cn+ί + R}/pt + p2Γ"'G(p)d4

P,
Γ v

n'e N arbitrary. G(p) is a positive measure in £/", therefore there exists a fee N with

V

^l we get

v

As n can be arbitrarily large, the theorem is proved.

Remark. This is especially a simple proof of the well-known fact ([!]) that a mass
gap implies conservation of symmetry.

Especially for a conserved vectorcurrent we can get a stronger result. As

already mentioned g(\p\) = \p\2 J \Ά(jRj/s + p2)|2(s + p2) ^ρ(s)ds with ρ(s) a positive
o

measure with support in IR+.

ε

Theorem. // J s~ίρ(s)ds<co for some ε>0, ρ(s) the measure of the covarίant
o

vector cur rent, then lim ||Q#Ώ||2< oo with ακ(x0) chosen as above.

Proof. \\QRΩ\\2^ ίl/R |2 |p|2 ] cn(ί + R]^+J2Γn (s+p2Γ* Q(s)dsd3p. We can
0

split the integral over s into two parts. Only the term

needs further calculation (ε+ denotes the closed interval). The estimation of the
other term is carried out like the proof of the theorem above. Chosing n= 1 we get

^^"1 $ s - l ρ ( s ) d s
0 0

and ]im\\QRΩ\\2£c]ίmR-l\\fR\2\p\2d?p. But R'1 f \/R\2\p\2d*p is globally
Λ->oo K->oo

bounded in .R for the special choice of {fR}. This proves the statement.

Remark. If ρ(s):= c 5~κ, 0^%< 1, then ||βΛΩ||2 = c K2κ.
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ε

The remark shows that we can not weaken the assumption j s~1ρ(s)ds<oo to
o

ε

js~κρ(s)ds<oo, 0<%<1, because ρ(s):= c-s~^(1~κ} fulfils this assumption, but
o
the corresponding ||Q^β||2 is divergent.

We can use the above theorem to give an estimation of the behavior of
G(x-y) = (Ω\T0ί(x)TQi(y)Ωl T0ί, (i=l,2,3), the 0-i-component of a conserved
irreducible symmetric covariant tensorcurrent.

ό(pH^P?feι(p2) + 2ρ2(p^ with Qί pos-
itive measures on R+ ([8]). We get G(p) ^p2pl(ρ1 + 3ρ2 + cδ) and the right-hand
side fulfils the assumption of the theorem.

The results arrived at in this section allow us to give an answer to the question,
whether there is always a suitable class {fR%R} of testfunctions, s.t. ||βΛΩ|| is
bounded in R for the case the corresponding symmetry is conserved. Symmetry
conservation is equivalent to lim (Ω\QRE0AΩ) = Q for all Aeffl, where £0 is the

R->oo

projection on the states with mass zero ([5]). For a conserved vectorcurrent this
means that the measure ρ(s) has no ^-contribution in s=0 (5:= m2). This is the
case for measures like those cited in the remark above, but nevertheless ||<2ΛΩ||
is divergent for all {fRuR}.

It follows that symmetry conservation is not equivalent to ||βΛΩ|| bounded
in R for some suitable class {fR%R}.

3. Summary

In this paper we have shown that the use of ^-dependent testfunctions in the
time coordinate leads to nicer properties of j0(/κ α^)than the use of a fixed time
smearing. The class {aR} can be chosen in such a way that the commutator
[β, A] — lim [<2R, A], which is the basic object when considering symmetries and

R-+OO

global charges, remains unchanged. Moreover, it has been shown that, if a gap
is assumed in the mass spectrum, then there exists a class {/^ αΛ}, s.t. \\Jo(fRuR)Ω\\
as a function of R converges to zero faster than any inverse power of R for R-+CO.
Boundedness of ||βΛΩ|| in R has been proved for a somewhat more general
situation. This entails that the proofs of several well-known theorems become
simpler, for example lim \\QRΩ\\2=Q entails that QR converges in the strong sense

R-+OO

towards Q on a dense set of states. If there is no mass gap, symmetry conservation,
i.e. lim(Ω|[βfl, A]Ω)=Q for all Ae&, does not necessarily imply the existence of
a suitable family of testfunctions {/RαΛ} with ||βΛΩ|| being bounded in R.
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